2 POLE BREAKER

BALLAST LEAD
HEX-AV
TWO POLE FUSE HOLDER (AT HAND HOLE)

TYPICAL CONNECTION

POWER SOURCE
240 V OR 208 V.

DRILL & TAP FOR 1/4" CHASE NIPPLE, MOUNT BREAKER BOX WITH SELF TAPPING SCREWS.

CIRCUIT BREAKER ENCLOSURE RAITIGHT
SQUARE D TYPE QO LOAD CENTER OR APPROVED EQUAL.

CIRCUIT BREAKER SIZE TO BE DETERMINED
BY AMPACITY OF CONDUCTOR OR AS
INDICATED ON PLAN.

CIRCUIT BREAKER REQUIRED
ON CIRCUITS HAVING THREE OR
MORE LIGHTS.

SEE STD. *SL-2 OR SL-3 FOR
FOUNDATION & CONDUIT DETAILS.

NO SCALE
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